A Line Arterial Bus Rapid Transit…  
Accessible, Enhanced, Integrated.

A key component for walkability is the ease, comfort, and security of getting to your destination.

The A Line is a new type of rapid bus service for the Twin Cities.  
Like regular Metro Transit buses, the A Line travels on busy urban streets. But the A Line is different – and faster – than regular buses. Operated by Metro Transit, the route extends 10 miles, includes 20 stations, and connects Minneapolis and St. Paul across the Mississippi River. Off-board fare collection, real-time route information, and upgraded stations enhance the passenger’s experience and expedite service.

Curb bumpouts at street corners reclaim roadway space for boarding areas and pedestrian routes. The distinct architecture of the shelters and sign beacon enhance the surrounding neighborhood while also establishing a recognizable system identity.

"I like to explore different areas and this is a great way to do that" – Onrai Terrell

"I didn’t used to go out as much, but now it’s become really effortless to get downtown from where I live" – Robert Connoy

"It’s more of a walk, but it’s worth it – and I get a good workout" – Jakenthia Simms (formerly used Route 65)